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ABSTRACT: Modern proximity labeling techniques have enabled significant advances in understanding biomolecular interactions.
However, current tools primarily utilize activation modes that are incompatible with complex biological environments, limiting our
ability to interrogate cell- and tissue-level microenvironments in animal models. Here, we report μMap-Red, a proximity labeling
platform that uses a red-light-excited SnIV chlorin e6 catalyst to activate a phenyl azide biotin probe. We validate μMap-Red by
demonstrating photonically controlled protein labeling in vitro through several layers of tissue, and we then apply our platform in
cellulo to label EGFR microenvironments and validate performance with STED microscopy and quantitative proteomics. Finally, to
demonstrate labeling in a complex biological sample, we deploy μMap-Red in whole mouse blood to profile erythrocyte cell-surface
proteins. This work represents a significant methodological advance toward light-based proximity labeling in complex tissue
environments and animal models.

Biological processes are regulated by spatial connections
between biomolecules, cells, and tissues.1,2 Understanding

these interfaces is key to elucidating the biochemical mechanics
of living systems. Significant progress has been made in simple
cellular systems, but few technologies can interrogate more
complex tissues or animal models. Notably, modern proximity
labeling technologies are widely applied for capturing
biomolecular interactions in living cells.3,4 Peroxidase-based
approaches, including SPPLAT,5 EMARS,6 and APEX,7 have
proven useful in mapping signal transduction networks,8

tracking subcellular RNA distribution,9 and delineating synaptic
communication.10 Despite their in vitro and simple insect
models,11,12 the use of hydrogen peroxide as a chemical labeling
trigger has prohibited their use in more complex systems.
Alternatively, biotin ligases13,14 facilitate labeling in more
complex models, including plants15 and mice,16 but still require
long labeling times (∼18 h) and exhibit poor spatiotemporal
control. Protein engineering efforts yielded BASU17 and
TurboID18 ligases which display faster labeling kinetics, yet
these enzymes still suffer from poor control over labeling and
exhibit in vivo toxicity due to sequestration of endogenous
biotin.
Light-based proximity labeling methods have emerged as an

attractive alternative because they enable high spatiotemporal
control over labeling. Along these lines, we recently developed
the μMap photocatalytic labeling strategy for microenvironment
mapping, wherein an iridium (Ir) photocatalyst is excited by
visible blue light (∼450 nm) to convert nearby diazirines into
reactive carbenes via Dexter energy transfer (Figure 1).19 This
platform was successfully employed for a range of applications,
including profiling immunosynapse proteins, mapping epige-
netic reorganization events,20 and identifying small-molecule
protein targets.21 More recently, conceptually similar photo-
catalytic platforms have enabled profiling of cell−cell

interactions and the mitochondrial proteome.22,23 While
μMap and other light-based systems offer significant advantages,
in vivo translation remains a substantial challenge. In particular,
shorter-wavelength light (<500 nm) exhibits poor tissue
penetration due to scattering effects and absorption overlap
with endogenous chromophores.24 Thus, there remains a
significant need to develop labeling platforms that are activated
by longer-wavelength light (Figure 1).
In nature, porphyrin and chlorin scaffolds are ubiquitous

photocatalysts that absorb longer-wavelength light (>600 nm)
and deploy this energy via photoinduced electron transfer. Based
upon sporadic reports of azide activation photocatalysts,25 we
reasoned that red-light absorbing catalysts might be used to
generate reactive proximity labeling intermediatesnitrenes or
aminyl radicalsfrom aryl azide precursors.26 We call this red-
light-mediated strategy μMap-Red.
To test this idea, we first monitored conversion of 4-

azidobenzoic acid (1) against several red light photocatalysts
with varying redox properties (Figure S1). Using a Sn-metalated
chlorin e6 catalyst (3), we observed trace conversion (5%) and
small quantities of aniline product 2 (2%) (Figure 2a, entry a).
An addition of stoichiometric reductants, including glutathione,
sodium ascorbate, or NADH led to dramatic yield improve-
ments (Figure 2a, entries b−d), with NADH as the most
effective (83% yield). From these data, we propose a
mechanistic pathway initiating via reductive quenching of the
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excited-state photocatalyst (4) with NADH to form a highly
reducing organic ground state (E1/2 = −0.69 V vs Ag/AgCl).
This reduced species is poised to undergo single electron
transfer (SET) to the aryl azide, 1 (Ep/2 =−0.61 V vs Ag/AgCl),
thereby regenerating the catalyst (3) (Figure 2b). Mesolytic
cleavage of the azide radical anion (6) releases molecular
nitrogen, and rapid protonation reveals an aminyl radical species
(7) as a reactive intermediate for proximity labeling. Ultrafast
transient-absorption spectroscopy revealed that the excited Sn−
chlorin catalyst is quenched by NADH and not by aryl azide 1,
providing support for the proposed ground state reductive
electron transfer mechanism (Figure 2c).
Furthermore, electrochemical reduction of the Sn−chlorin e6

catalyst generated a species with significant spectral overlap with
the transient-absorption signal of the photoexcited catalyst in
the presence of NADH, supporting the generation of the
reduced ground state catalyst (Figure S2).
We next sought to validate our platform in vitro by covalently

tagging a recombinant protein in aqueous solution. We
subjected carbonic anhydrase to our optimized labeling
conditions (10 mol % catalyst 3, 1 mM NADH, 500 μM
PhN3-biotin) and were pleased to observe robust protein

biotinylation via Western blot (Figure 3a,b). No labeling was
observed in the absence of photocatalyst, PhN3 probe, or light,
and labeling intensity was commensurate with increasing
irradiation times (Figure S3). Additionally, light dependence
on labeling was observed with discrete increases in biotinylation
following 2 min pulses of light (Figure 3c). Given our long-term
goal of applying this technology for proximity labeling in vivo, we
probed the efficiency of our system through increasing layers of
tissue between the light source and the sample (Figure 3d). Both
μMap and μMap-Red protocols achieved robust biotinylation in
the absence of tissue obstruction, yet a sharp decrease (∼90%)
in biotinylation efficiency of μMap was observed with just 1.5
mm of tissue obscuring the light source, confirming poor
penetration of blue light through dermal layers.24 Conversely,
μMap-Red exhibited detectable labeling through increasing
amounts of tissue (>10 mm) (Figure 3d).
With a system for red-light-activated protein labeling in hand,

we next tested μMap-Red in a cellular context. As a model
system, we selected epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), a
cell surface receptor-tyrosine kinase. We first synthesized
secondary antibodies conjugated to Sn−chlorin, which could
then be directed with primary antibodies to EGFR (Figure 4a).

Figure 1. Proximity labeling by red light photoredox catalysis. High-energy light is unable to penetrate tissue, while longer-wavelength light exhibits
better penetration. Red-light excitation of Sn−chlorin catalysts can generate reactive aminyl radicals from aryl azides (μMap-Red).
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We subjected A549 cells to immunotargeted photolabeling (1
mM NADH, 500 μM PhN3-biotin, 30 min irradiation) in the
presence or absence of anti-EGFR antibodies. Spatially selective

biotinylation was assessed via stimulated emission depletion
(STED) super-resolution microscopy. Gratifyingly, μMap-Red
exhibited robust cell-surface biotinylation only in the presence of

Figure 2. Reaction optimization, proposed mechanism, and transient absorption spectroscopy. (a) Effect of reductant on phenyl azide conversion
using catalyst 3. (b) Proposed reaction mechanism. (c) Time-resolved transient absorption spectroscopy of Sn(OH)2−chlorin e6 in the presence of
phenyl azide 1 or NADH.
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anti-EGFR antibodies, indicating low nonspecific binding or off-
target labeling (Figure 4b). The high resolution offered by
STED microscopy also allowed us to qualitatively assess
colocalization of EGFR and labeling. As shown in Figure 4b,
we observed a biotinylation signal that strongly overlaid with
EGFR staining, signifying confinement of labeling to the EGFR
microenvironment. To assess spatial selectivity of labeling, a
measurement of the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of
biotinylation clusters estimated the Gaussian distribution of

labeling events to be 87± 33 nm (n = 50 clusters) (Figure S20).
This distribution is in agreement with the known longer lifetime
of the aminyl radical intermediate (∼50 μs)27 with respect to
carbenes (∼2 ns) generated using μMap19 but nonetheless
affords μMap-Red with the ability to profile nanoscale events in
individual protein microenvironments.
We next generated membrane lysate fractions from photo-

labeled cells and subjected them to streptavidin enrichment and
quantitative proteomics. Consistent with our STED analysis, we

Figure 3. μMap-Red enables photonically controlled protein labeling and penetrates tissue layers. (a) Scheme for protein biotinylation and (b)
relevant reaction controls. Bars and data points represent normalized densitometric measurements from two separate experiments, and error bars
denote standard error. (c) Photonic control over protein biotinylation. A labeling reaction was prepared, and aliquots were taken every 2 min. Samples
were irradiated with red light for 2 min at 4, 10, and 16 min time points. (d) μMap-Red and μMap labeling through tissue. Labeling reactions were
illuminated under red or blue light, and increasing slices of raw meat were inserted between reactions and light sources. All in vitro reactions were
analyzed via Western blot.
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observed EGFR enrichment via Western blot only in samples
that had been exposed to anti-EGFR antibody (Figure S4). Here,
quantitative tandem mass tag (TMT) proteomics revealed 29
enriched proteins with log2(FC) > 1 (Figure 4c). Satisfyingly,
EGFR was the most enriched protein in the data set. Of these
enriched proteins, 12 have previously validated physical
interactions with EGFR (Figure 4c, green data points),28

including CD44, a transmembrane glycoprotein known to
regulate EGFR autophosphorylation.29 Additionally, one of the
most enriched proteins, AXL, is a known substrate of EGFR
phosphorylation.30EPHA2 and EPHB2, also receptor protein-
tyrosine kinases, were highly enriched in our data set and are
known to modulate vesicular trafficking of EGFR.31 Together,
these data validate the accuracy of μMap-Red as a proximity

labeling platform for profiling spatial connections in signaling
pathways.
We next sought to evaluate our platform in a complex setting

where blue light activation would not be feasible. Along these
lines, whole blood presents high levels of biochemical
complexity, and we questioned whether μMap-Red could be
used in this setting to achieve selective proximity labeling. We
selected TER119, a well-characterized antibody raised against
mature erythrocytes,32 as our targeting modality for cell-surface
labeling (Figure 5). Interestingly, although TER119 is
monoclonal, it has been shown to bind several targets on red
blood cells and remains a gold standard erythrocyte marker for
flow cytometry analysis of whole blood.33 First, we conjugated
Sn−chlorin catalysts to both TER119 and a nontargeting isotype

Figure 4. μMap-Red photolabels cell-surface receptor microenvironments on living cells. (a) Primary anti-EGFR antibodies and Sn-conjugated
secondary antibodies were used to label microenvironments on living A549 cells. (b) STED microscopy of photolabeled cells with and without anti-
EGFR primary antibodies. The inset represents a magnified region of interest illustrating radial labeling clusters overlaid with individual EGFR protein
microenvironments. Depicted scale bar is 2 μm for no primary, 3 μm for anti-EGFR, and 1 μm for the zoomed inset. (c) Quantitative proteomics
volcano plot of enriched proteins. Green data points represent known EGFR interactors from the BioGrid database.28
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control. We then added these conjugates, along with the μMap-
Red reaction components1 mM NADH and 500 μM PhN3-
biotindirectly to samples of wholemouse blood. Following a 1

h incubation period, samples were irradiated for 10 min, and
membrane lysates were collected. Strikingly, biotinylation via
Western blot analysis was only observed with the catalyst-

Figure 5. μMap-Red profiles erythrocyte surface proteins in wholemouse blood. (top) Scheme for biotinylation of erythrocyte surfaces in whole blood.
(a)Western blot analysis of erythrocyte membrane lysate from isotype and TER119-directed photolabeling. (b) Flow cytometry of isotype or TER119
photolabeled cells. (c) Quantitative proteomics volcano plot of identified proteins after whole blood photolabeling. Red data points represent known
erythrocyte membrane proteins while green points denote integral membrane-associated proteins.
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conjugated TER119, and minimal signal was observed with
isotype conjugates (Figure 5a). Intensity of labeling was
proportional to TER119 concentration while no biotinylation
was observed with any amount of isotype (Figure 5a, Figure S5).
Remarkably, we repeated this experiment using blue-light-
activated μMap and observed no signal across all conditions
(Figure S6), consistent with the observed poor tissue
penetration of blue light (Figure 3d). In parallel, we analyzed
photolabeled blood via flow cytometry by staining with
fluorescent Neutravidin-DyLight 650. As shown in Figure 5b,
minimal signal was observed in the isotype reactions, while a
significant (∼15-fold) increase in biotinylated cells was seen
with TER119 reactions, indicating erythrocyte labeling in whole
blood. Finally, we performed quantitative proteomics on
enriched membrane lysates (Figure 5c). We observed 24
proteins that were strongly enriched [log2(FC) > 1] in our data
set, the majority of which are known erythrocyte cell surface
proteins (Figure 5C, red data points). In particular, basigin
(Bsg), Cd36, Kel, erythrocyte membrane associated protein
(Ermap), 55 kDa erythrocyte membrane protein (Mpp1), band
3 anion transport protein (B3at), and protein 4.2 (Epb42) were
among the most enriched. These targets constitute the major
mouse erythrocyte membrane proteins and blood antigen group
glycoproteins and likely represent the major TER119 antigen
ensemble.34 Additionally, we observed enrichment of several
cytoskeletal proteins (Figure 5C, green data points), including
spectrins alpha and beta as well as ankyrin and alpha-adducin.35

In conclusion, we disclose here a novel red-light-activated
proximity labeling platform. We show that this system exhibits
phototonic and spatiotemporal control over labeling and can
operate in both simple and complex biological environments.
Although μMap-Red enables robust photoproximity labeling
through tissue and in whole blood, challenges remain for
translating this platform into living animals. While azides have
been utilized for biorthogonal conjugation in worms, zebrafish,
and mice,36,37 significant pharmacokinetic optimization of
photocatalyst, probe, and reductant delivery is required for
translation into organismal contexts. Additionally, minimizing
reactive oxygen species generation, phototoxicity, and local
tissue heating will be key parameters for successful in vivo
applications. Together, this methodology represents a signifi-
cant advance toward developing red-light-activated labeling
platforms for elucidating spatial interactomes in animal models.
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